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ADDENDUM NO. 1
March 22, 2019
Invitation to Bid (1TB) 19T05-006 - Fuel Tanks, Fuel Tank Stands and Associated Parts in
Bethel, Alaska.
This document forms a part of and modifies the 1TB as noted below. Offerors should
acknowledge receipt of this addendum. Failure to acknowledge receipt of this addendum may
subject Offerors to disqualification.
FOR:

Alaska Housing Finance Corporation

P.O. Box 101020
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
Andrew Morton (907)330-8146
The following corrections, clarifications and/or deletions to the 1TB are hereby made a part of
said documents.
This addendum consists of two (2) pages.

ADDENDUM NO. 1

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO AHFC FOR CLARIFICATION:
Question: Do you have more detail regarding your stands? Are they welded together or
bolted? What is the paint requirement? The 57" length is very odd sized, 60" is readily
available.

Answer: AHFC requires the tank stands to be welded together. The paint shall be for steel,
rust proof and black in color. 57" length is the requirement for the 44 Steel Stands listed
under item 2. per the Scope of Services.

Question: Item 1.c. is calling for a 1" ball valve for fuel feed at the bottom of the tank with a
2" diameter nipple. That doesn't sound right. Are you meaning a 2" long X 1" nipple?

Answer: Yes. 2" long X 1" nipple.
Question: Will you have any drawings with regard to this RFQ? Also, paint specs?

Answer:

We do not have any drawings. The paint shall be for steel, rust proof and black in

color.

Question: With respect to the 53 each stands/ tanks - are there any specific tank
dimensions required to achieve the 240 gallon requirement?

Answer:

Tanks under item 1. per the Scope of Services shall measure approximately 50
inches in length with a diameter measuring approximately 38 inches to achieve not less
than 240 gallon capacity.
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Question;
Answer:

AHFC requires the tank stands to be welded together.

Question:
Answer:

Are KD (bolt together) stand assemblies acceptable to maximize shipping?

What finish is desired on tanks & stands?

The paint shall be for steel, rust proof and black in color.

Question: Will there be performance and

payment bonds required for this contract?

Answer: No.
Question: For the 240 gallon tanks, do you

have a set diameter for the tank? Or do they
have a maximum length? It wasn't clear if you needed to match the 29" diameter for the
other stands.

Answer:

Tanks under item 1. per the Scope of Services shall measure approximately 50
inches in length with a diameter measuring approximately 38 inches to achieve not less
than 240 gallon capacity.

Questjon:
Answer:

What type of coating are you wanting for the tanks and stands?

All metal components shall be painted with paint for steel, rust proof and black in

color.

Question: Will you accept "bolt together" stands or do you
Answer:

need welded ones?

AHFC requires the tank stands to be welded together.

Question:

Requesting a substitution for item "e." on the Scope of Services that asks for a 2inch tee double outlet vent threaded female npt with 2x1 inch nipple at opposite side of fill
location.

Answer: AHFC will

not accept substitutions or alternatives for this item.
END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1
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